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-Trying new things.
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VOCABULARY
Unit 1
Experiences and feelings: anxious,
delighted, determined, insulted,
moved, offended, petrified, relieved,
strong willed, sympathetic, tense,
terrified, thrilled, understanding.
Phrasal verbs: add to, get sth across,
give sth away, give sth up, miss out on
sth, put sb off doing sth, take off, try sth
out. Collocations: feel a sense of
achievement, have a sense of
adventure, have a sense of direction,
have a sense of fun, have a sense of
freedom, have a sense of humour,
have a sense of rhythm. Suffixes noun
endings: achievement, confidence,
deafness, difference, excitement,
fitness, happiness, laziness, tiredness.
Adjective ending: accessible,
achievable, childish, comfortable,
competitive, dreadful, energetic,
excitable, fashionable, foolish,
hopeful, hopeless, painless, painful,
repetitive, scientific, visible. Phrases for
recommendations: not really worth it,
perfect, thoroughly, won’t regret,
worth trying, wouldn’t recommend.
Other: affect, apparently, approve,
conclude, cosy, dismiss, dull, gift,
nerve-racking, overwhelming,
pigeonhole, pretty, reluctantly,
seminar, willing, worthwhile.

Unit 2
Phrasal verbs: Conjure up, dress up, end up,
give up, have an impact on, live up to (sb’s
expectations), look forward to, make sb feel
better, think up (an idea/pan).
Idiomatic phrases and expressions: be blown
away by, be high on my list, be over the moon
about, fall in love with, get into the spirit/swing
of things, be down in the dumps about.
Collocations: achieve a goal, at the first sign of
(a problem) book tickets, bring in money,
cause(severe)damage to, cheap travel, cope
with (a problem), day excursion, enter details,
everyday words, extremely helpful, foreign
visitors, generally reliable, global warming,
have fun, huge impact, keep a record, local
environment, make a living, make a
reservation, make sure, mass tourism, natural
disaster, on her third attempt, provide jobs,
package tour, quality of life, rich the summit,
run into problems, severe damage, spend time,
take a long time, take risks, think twice, travel
light, user friendly.
Landscape and natural world: scenery, slope,
stream, volcano, waterfall.
Other: alone, appeal to, awestruck, be scared
od heights, can’t believe it, can’t wait,
deserted, easily accesible, exotic, gain
confidence, have access to, impressive,
incredible, medieval, remote, spoil the day,
stunning, superb, unspoilt, vast, wild.

Unit 3
Education
and
work:
attendance,
detention, discipline, experiment, grade(s),
handout, syllabus, timetable. Collocations:
Be…creative, self-employed, your own
boss, responsible.
Have…a good salary, control over your
own time, a lot of pressure, time off.
Work… independently, shifts, part/full time,
as a team. Phrasal verbs: catch up on
emails, catch up on sleep, come up with
an idea, come up with a pan, get on with
people, get on with friends, keep up with
an activity, keep up with a hobby, make up
for missed lessons, make up for lost time, run
out of ideas, run out of energy. Verbs +
prepositions: agree with, apologise for,
appeal to, apply for, believe in, benefit
from, choose between, cope with, depend
on, insist on, lead to, refer to, rely on, result
in, specialise in, succeed in. Phrases: be
punctual, become more independent,
become more self-confident, cope with
pressure, earn trust, find solutions, improve
communication skills, learn teamwork,
learn the value of money, make
judgements about situations, organise your
time, take decisions. Noun collocations:
business idea, coding skills, financial
rewards, learning space, life lessons,
pocket money, win-win situation. Other:
collaborate distraction, drawback, gear
up, pilot scheme, siblings, support.

